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The Sequel Building reuse in Lisbon: the case of Modern Cinema Theatres [1904 -1957] Cinemas in Lisbon ICIST, DECivil, IST, DOCOMOMO INTERNACIONAL, PORTUGAL 187 P A P E R S As a consequence of technical evolution, consumerism and mobility, a number of buildings were abandoned despite their location, function or building condition. A prominent example is the cinema theatre, a Modern programme par excellence that had already lost its raison d'être by the end of the 20 th century. This paper concerns a sample of 40 cinemas in Lisbon which were built until the start of regular television broadcasting in 1957. After the essential characterization of the venues, based on recent studies, the reuse of these cinemas is analysed from a purely functional point of view. This essay presents some answers and opens a discussion about the reuse of these buildings.
The reuse of buildings is a prominent urban problem, in particular in European cities. Reuse is a common and useful word that names a wide range of situations: conversions, adaptive reuse, and rehabilitation, even occupation (Tostões 2014 , Tostões 2015a .
The relevance of the study of cinema reuse is due to the innovative contribution for the development of Architecture (Alves 2014) . Moreover, cinemas were the background of important cultural and social events and therefore part of our collective memory and urban heritage. In Lisbon, as in many other European capital cities, cinemas became paradigmatic urban places of great social value due to the educative role in particular for the illiterate, as a gathering leisure space in the city and the political role as a propaganda medium. The specificities of Portuguese cinema theatres are related to the dictatorship politics and backwardness: the greatest theatres were built by the end of the 1950s, while in central Europe this happened by the end of the 1930s. Only in the 21 st century the first studies concerning cinema architecture in Portugal have been published, but none really investigates what happened after their closure.
Visits, classification of the building condition and organization of the information into tables allow to have a panorama of the situation, characterized by a wide number of gutting and disrespectful interventions. After this quantitative analysis, the Cinema Ideal case, as the only from the period 1904-1957, to be maintained as a regular cinema, as well as some representative case-studies namely the Monumental, the Capitólio, Eden and Cinearte are highlighted in this paper.
'Chronicle of a Death Foretold'
Film entertainment is a mere infant in arms when measured against the stature of the theatre and the circus, and no one can predict its ultimate survival against the approaching competition of television. When sound and movement on a screen can be enjoyed in the comfort and privacy of the home, who shall say that the cinema will grow to maturity? Leathart, 1935 É necessário para o bom carácter das coisas que um cinema se apresente com aspecto mais festivo e alegre e esse aspecto parece-nos que pode ser tratado com a necessária independência e liberdade por não haver em realidade nenhuma boa tradição arquitectónica vizinha que seja preciso manter. Artur Andrade, 1944 1 Cinema design was initially influenced by theatre design and fairground pavilions, but soon emerged the idea that cinema 2 was a new architectural programme par excellence, without any precedent. Therefore, the new building type did not have to follow any of the old canons offering opportunities to experiment with building systems, lighting fixtures and tricks of interior decoration. It was during the early decades of the 20 th century that the identity of this building type was defined, adopting different features according to the specific programmes for instance newsreels, feature films, art houses, etc. Their importance as gathering points in the urban centres, their innovative architecture and contribution for the development of new construction technologies (e.g. concrete, fire safety construction, metallic roofs with wide spans, etc.) made cinemas paradigmatic examples of Modern Movement architecture and key case studies for the understanding of Modernity (Alves, 2014) . This is why it is surprising the massive and deregulated architectural interventions in cinemas and consequent extensive demolition (partial and total) of their architectural elements, apparently lacking strategies of both conservation and reuse.
The aforementioned quotes also indicate that from the very beginning, there was the sense that cinema, unlike theatre, would be a mere curiosity that would not last for a long period of time. The intention to explore commercially this invention as much as possible during the time that it would still attract audiences made these buildings structures built in a short period time, most of them with a temporary nature. Today, after their massive closing in the period 1960 - 1980, cinemas are amongst the most fragile building types in terms of heritage conservation. Despite the intervention of some public stakeholders and private investments, most of the modernist cinemas have lost their raison d'être and this is a problem shared by all the countries in Western Europe. 
Cinemas in Lisbon expansion
In Portugal, a peripheral European country, the first screenings were presented in 1896 at the Real Colyseu -Rua da Palma (Ribeiro, 1978) , the year after the Lumiére première.
3 When cinema settled in the city as a permanent activity, the times were economically and politically unstable with the transition from monarchy to a democratic republic (1908 - 1910) , the First World War (1914 - 1918) , the military dictatorship (1926) and the beginning of the Estado Novo period (1933 - 1974) under the leadership of Oliveira Salazar. 4 However, cinema buildings in Lisbon had a quite different development than other countries from central Europe for three main reasons. From the very beginning the screenings took place in existing theatres, leading to the conversion of some of the most important venues in the city to cinemas. Secondly, in 1927, a new decree concerning cultural venues made compulsory the mixed-use (cinema and theatre) for new venues built in towns and villages without theatres, so there was a general apology for flexibility. Finally, Portugal was a neutral country in the Second World War, as a consequence, it is precisely when central Europe refrained building construction, during and in the aftermath of the War, that the largest cinema buildings were opened in Lisbon. The three specificities have consequences on the current condition of the buildings dedicated to cinema.
The boom in cinema construction was due to its importance as a lucrative popular leisure activity but fundamentally it became a powerful means of educating the illiterate people.
5 For both reasons and taking into account the context of political and economic crisis, cinema had a tremendous social importance as mean of propaganda, information (in particular during the World War II) and education of the arts, sciences and humanities. Recent studies indicate the importance of documentaries and news reels in the Estado Novo propaganda in matters such as the welfare state, colonialism and the war in the colonies but also the integration of cinema in the Popular Education Plan in 1952 (Torgal 2011, pp.64 - 91; Barcoso 2011, pp.162 - 193) . Geographically, it was a means of spreading ideas among those living in the most remote areas, far away from the capital and urban centres (Silva, 2008) . tv (TeleVision) broadcasting consisted of an attack to the Newsreels Cinemas in first place, and despite the rising in admissions soon after the Revolution in 1974 when censure was abolished, the spread of home video and tv sets resulted in the systematic closing of cinemas in the following years.
The growing importance of Avenida da Liberdade as the main noble city axe and the expansion of Lisbon towards the North is related to the urban network of cinemas. Cinema, as a Modern Programme, has always followed the latest trends what can be seen on the front of Animatografo do Rossio (1908), one of the few expressions of Art Nouveau in Lisbon. It was in Bairro Alto, close to São Carlos Theatre (and Opera) , that the first group of theatres dedicated to film screenings took place at the Chiado Terrace, São Luiz, Salão Ideal.
A second group of cinemas would then settle between Rossio and Avenida da Liberdade, namely on the Portas de Santo Antão street (Lisbon's Broadway) where the Coliseu dos Recreios and the Politeama are located, for example: the Odeon, the ancient Condes (remodeled by Raul Tojal on the 1950s) and the Tivoli cinema theatre (Raul Lino, 1924) , one of the most noble in Portugal. The affirmation of this line as the nightlife axe would be reinforced throughout the thirties by the opening of Mayer Park, a complex with theatres and Capitólio Cinema and the Eden theatre. The Capitolio, constructed in glass and concrete, provided with escalators and open air cinema on the flat roof, was one of the finest expressions of the Modern Movement in Portugal (Tostões 2015, p.165 - 169 ). In the turn to the 1930s, new cinemas would appear in two new areas: a number of neighbourhood cinemas on the Palma Street and Almirante Reis Avenue mostly with Art Deco and early Modern expressions; neighbourhood cinemas in underprivileged areas such as Mouraria and Graça. The largest purpose-built cinemas in Lisbon were built in the 1950s in the Alvalade Neighbourhood (Alvalade Cinema, 1580 seats and Roma Cinema 1080 seats), Saldanha Square (Monumental, 1950 seats), and in the consolidated Liberdade Avenue (São Jorge 1827 seats and reconstruction of Condes 100 seats).
Method and Purpose
This study is restricted to the Lisbon urban centre, with a sample of forty cinema theatres that were built in the period 1904 - 1957. The choice of cases was based on the original work of Félix Ribeiro 6 (1978) regarding the documentation of the most ancient cinemas in Lisbon. The time period correspond to the settlement of cinema as a permanent urban activity and the start of tv broadcasting in Portugal. The working method comprised the following steps with the final purpose of identifying potential for the reuse of vacant and abandoned cinemas: a) Survey and characterization of cinemas regarding the location, opening date, author, current function and heritage protection status; b) Classify the current condition of the sample cinemas; c) Check the cinemas that were restored, rehabilitated and demolished; d) Identify reuse patterns; e) Discussion of causes and consequences of these conditions.
After locating the cinemas using the Google maps application tool, the data was organised as we thought it would be easier to read in tables and basic graphics based on the works of F. Ribeiro, M. Acciaiuoli and S. Constantino Silva and on the visits to the different cinemas in order to try to evaluate their current condition. 
Reuse
From the table 1 we can conclude that about a quarter of the cinemas were demolished and a quarter have been reused as cultural venues. Between these two extremes, 20% of the cases have been converted for commercial purposes and a few other buildings have been converted into other functions yet keeping the facades and other architectural elements due to statutory listing and official impositions. Three of them were converted into places of worship which is a function that preserves the auditorium as can be seen in the Império though it subverts the original purpose. In some of the cases as for instance the Royal cinema (Graça Neighbourhood), the first to present sound films in Portugal 9 (Acciaiuoli, 2012, p.90) , it is still possible to identify theatrical elements in the supermarket that occupy the former cinema space. To sum up if we consider these cases of reuse without respecting the original project, the abandoned and the vacant ones besides the demolished ones it is easy to reach the conclusion that approximately 60% of the cinemas are lost even if it is possible to find some facades and eventually a few remains such as ceramics, fronts, and stairs.
The only venues that still present screenings in a more or less regular basis are the São Jorge, Roma (now named Forum Lisboa) and Ideal. The first two are the result of public investment (Lisbon City Council) and use the premises for special events and film festivals such as DocLisboa, Indie Lisboa or Festival Arquitecturas.
Cinema Ideal has been taken as the first permanent cinema in Lisbon, opening in 1904 as Salão Ideal. It had been kept as a cinema dedicated to adult films until a private investor has decided to renovate it and re-opened in 2014 (rehabilitation by José Neves) as a neighbourhood cinema dedicated to both blockbuster films and independent and specific productions. As a matter of fact, despite being an historic building, by the time of its opening (not far from Loreto Street) there were other cinemas such as Chiado Terrasse or Teatro Ginásio with a higher architectural quality than Ideal which consisted of a ground-floor and basement auditorium.
Recent studies explain how in Western Europe a significant number of cinemas have been reused as theatres (Alves, 2013) recovering their original purpose or changing the building configuration to introduce a stage well as in the Cinearte. As a matter of fact, the Politeama was originally a theatre, being mainly dedicated to cinema until the 1970s. The fact that Classic Drama was in crisis in the twenties while the variety show and the music-hall have seen their popularity rising. (França, 1992, pp. 99 - 101) have contributed to the conversion of theatres into cinemas. These are the cases of São Luiz, Coliseu, etc. Apparently the mixed use has contributed to extend the life-cycle of these buildings.
Throughout out the country most of the cinemas were also prepared for live performances and cinema. This was compulsory after the Decree nr. 13564 (1927) , the protectionist measure supported by António Ferro.
10 While architects were discussing in periodicals such as L' Architecture d' Aujourd'hui and La Construction Moderne the particularity of the new architectural programme, refusing in most of the cases the possibility to conciliate in the same space shows with such different natures (Alves, 2014) , in Portugal the dictatorial government imposed the double purpose for new venues -theatre and cinema. The Portuguese architects also criticized this imposition, which resulted in poor visibility for one of the shows and implied an increase in the construction costs and space volume. (Silva, 2008, pp. 92 - 93) .
Nonetheless, in the provinces the flexibility of cinema theatres contributed to extend their life cycles, in spite of the changes that erased the innovative elements of the cinema as for example, the introduction of boxes (Silva, 2008, p. 154) Eden Cinema is the proof of the ineffectiveness of official statutory protection. In this case, the facade and main stairs were listed but they have fallen by "accident" during the conversion into hotel and nothing could be done to avoid its lost. The safeguard of cinema theatres has been promoted by the Lisbon city council which has bought the Roma and the São Jorge and was the basis of the conversion of the Cinearte into the Barraca Theatre. These acquisitions are nonetheless the result of public demonstrations and actions for the preservation of these buildings.
In conclusion, there are not definitive rules in the reuse game. It is a fact that the vast majority of the cinemas in study are lost but, from the beginning, there were architects that did not believe in the permanence of cinema which unlike theatre depended on technology. The Ideal cinema in Lisbon as the Louxor in Paris (reopened in 2013), indicate that there is still room for classic cinemas dedicated to a growing group of cinephiles, which can not be compared with the number of attendants in the 1950s. Further studies are imperative to monitor the unprotected cinemas such as the Império, Odeon, Paris, Voz do Operário and Imperial accepting the inevitable reuse with new functions but trying to safeguard the materiality of the main architectural features. 
